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The Power of Mobile Productivity
Pick Faster. Stock Smarter. Deliver Better.
Your business is challenged to improve productivity
from retail and supply chain operations every year.
Over time, you have optimized enterprise systems and
task workflows. A new generation of Android mobile
computers offers opportunity, but requires
implementation that minimizes risks to business
operations, security and customer experience.
Enterprises need unified solutions that enable greater
productivity for mobile users across business functions.
Our supply chain mobility solutions are designed to work
together—and actually augment the capabilities of each
other—ultimately maximizing the capabilities of enterprise
mobile applications and the workers who rely on them.

Platforms for Enterprise System
Connectivity
Built on decades of experience, our host connectivity
platforms accelerate mobile productivity while eliminating
the costs to develop mobile clients for host-interface
applications. Compatible with and recommended by all
leading Supply Chain Management (SCM) systems, Ivanti
makes it easy to access and update information on these
systems through telnet and browser-based clients
available for Android and Windows Mobile/CE. Mobile
enablement without modification to your enterprise
systems accelerates deployment and minimizes the costs,
risks, and effort involved in implementation.

Terminal Emulation
Long the linchpin of supply chain mobile applications,
Ivanti Terminal Emulation (TE) provides a reliable, proven
solution for host-interface mobility embraced by
enterprises across the globe. Sixty-eight percent of rugged
mobile computers in use worldwide run Ivanti Terminal
Emulation, and with TE clients for Windows Mobile,
Windows CE, and Android, companies continue to enable
more mobile users to access vital SCM information from
these versatile mobile clients.
Mobile Browser solutions
We’ve got the mobility extensions for your web-based
enterprise systems covered. Enhance the capabilities of
Pocket Internet Explorer with Ivanti® Industrial Browser,
powered by Wavelink. Need a high-powered browser for
your SAP ITS Mobile systems? CETerm, powered by
Naurtech, is the answer. You can even introduce a secure
enterprise browser using VelocityCE.
Velocity
Bring your existing telnet and web applications to a new
generation of Android mobile computers. You control the
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pace for a successful deployment, with rapid app
migration and modernization tools. Workers accomplish
more each shift with intuitive navigation optimized for
today’s touchscreen Android mobile devices. Avoid the
cost, risk and effort associated with re-writing applications,
and preserve the investments you’ve already made to
optimize your enterprise infrastructure and systems.
Maximize investment in next generation mobile
computers, while protecting the future of your mobility
business. Our Velocity platform brings renewed power to
your existing retail, WMS, ERP, an other host or webbased solutions.

Voice Enablement
Speakeasy
The fastest and most cost-effective way to voice-enable
your mobile workers. It complements data collection via
barcode scanning, RFID, and key-entry by enabling voicebased data entry (speech-to-text) as well as voice
direction from an application (text-to-speech). Designed in
conjunction with our mobile connectivity products,
Speakeasy can be added easily to Terminal Emulation,
Browser solutions and Velocity deployments, ensuring
complete compatibility. Speakeasy is redefining voice
enablement by eliminating complexities such as voice
middleware, dedicated voice servers, and proprietary
voice hardware that legacy voice applications require.
Enterprises that choose Speakeasy gain the benefits of a
full-featured voice enablement solution without extended
deployment projects. Many Speakeasy deployments are
completed in 30 days or less.

Enterprise Mobility Management
Avalanche
Using Avalanche for MDM, your mobile devices are ready
for today’s and tomorrow’s business demands. Whether

productivity is to your business. Put our three decades of
MDM expertise to work for you.
Smart Device Remote Control
Downtime is wasted time. As you’re considering your nextgeneration mobile deployments, one obvious expectation
is to be able to ensure you can troubleshoot these new,
smart devices, minimizing delays whenever possible.
Whether caused by mobile device settings or software, the
ability to remote in, check out the issue, and resolve it
quickly is powerful—and imperative to maximizing worker
productivity.
Xtraction
Operations teams everywhere struggle to measure and
communicate metrics around business performance.
Enable IT and non-technical staff to create and view
interactive reports and dashboards, easily pulling data
from Avalanche and other data sources in a single view
without coding. Instantly gain insights about your device
population, device activity, and more.

From Point Products to Mobility Strategy
Mobility solutions are becoming strategic for businesses.
Narrow-focused, opportunistic point products are no
longer proving beneficial for long-term business
performance, and along with their disconnected support,
are being replaced by unified solutions that deliver
comprehensive capabilities for supply chain mobility. Our
mobile productivity solutions work together and augment
the capabilities of each other—maximizing the capabilities
of enterprise mobile applications and the workers who rely
on them. Let us help you shape a mobility strategy that
meets your goals.

Learn More

scanners in the warehouse, or tablets on the retail floor,
Avalanche helps maintain control of your most critical
mobile deployments – keeping them secure, available,
and accessible. As you shift to the Android supply chain,
Avalanche is ready – having earned Android Enterprise
recommended status. We know how important mobile
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